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The Value of Human Birth
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
HERE WAS a time when this creation
loved children, the competent Mahatdid not exist. There were no trees or mas, into this world. The purpose of
birds or animals; there were no moun- Their coming is to make us understand
tains or oceans; there were no human the reason of creation and why we have
beings. But it came in the Will of the been given human birth-what we are
Almighty Lord that He should become supposed to do in the human birth. Even
many from One; and from that Will though the Mahatmas are almighty, all
alone, as Guru Nanak says, everything competent and perfect from the beginwas created. That Ocean of Power of All ning, still They are so humble that They
Consciousness became many from One, do not say that They are all conscious or
and from that Power of God the moun- perfect. Only a teacher can make you a
tains and oceans, khands and brah- teacher; only a wrestler can show you
mands,' humans and animals, birds and how to wrestle; in the same way, only
trees, vegetation, and all things were cre- someone who has done meditation can
ated. And after creating all this with His teach you how to meditate. So even
Will, He came and lived among the gods though the Mahatmas are perfect and
and goddesses; and among the human prepared before coming into this world,
beings He came as a human being; and still, in order to make us understand that
He took care of the creation He had without doing meditation and without
made.
working hard we cannot be successful on
After creating, He thought, "Where the Path, the Masters also, in Their lifewill this creation go? How will people be times, work very hard in meditation and
able to come back to me if they want teach us how to become like Them. But
to?" So He came in the human form, what can the Masters do if we are not
because we are human beings. Only a ready to receive Their grace? If we are
human being can become a teacher of not prepared t o mold our lives according
human beings; that is why He came in to Their teachings? As Kabir Sahib says,
the same form that we are in. After com- "What is the fault of the Master if the
ing in the human form, He explained to disciples do not mold their lives accordus about the creation.
ing to His teachings? It is like blowing
God Almighty has always sent His be- air into bamboo which has openings on
both ends; the air will not stay there."
1. Planes of creation
What can the Master do if the disciples
have become like that?
This talk, the second in the series of
I have told this story many times:
commentaries on the Asa Ji Di Vars of There was once a King who went into the
the Guru Granth Sahib, was given by the
forest to hunt, and lost his way. He beMaster at Sant Bani Ashram, Village
came very thirsty and thought, "If I do
16PS, Rajasthan, on December 27, not get water, I may die." There was a
1986.
woodcutter who lived in that forest, who
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made charcoal to sell on the market; and piece with which I moved the wood."
when the King lost his way, somehow he The King told him to take that piece of
met him, and the woodcutter gave the wood and sell it in the market; and when
King some water and saved his life. The he did, he was amazed that for that little
King was very pleased and grateful and piece of wood he got many hundreds of
he thought, "This person has saved my rupees, and then he realized what he had
precious life; I should give him some- done.
The Mahatmas lovingly tell us that
thing that is very precious." So the King
this
world is like the forest, and God the
said, "Well, dear one, I am the King; and
whenever you need anything, come to Timeless Lord, the Owner of the creation, is like the King. When because of
my court and I will give it to you."
After a few days, the woodcutter went some good karmas of the past, God
to the court, and the King asked him showers grace on us, He gives us as a
what he would like. The woodcutter said prize or reward the sandalwood grove of
that he was very poor, and the King be- the human birth; but since we do not
came pleased that he could help him, appreciate the value of the breath which
and gave him a grove of sandalwood is put in the human body, we go on
trees not far from the city. The King wasting it and making charcoal out of it,
thought that he would be able to sell the losing our breath in worldly and sensual
sandalwood and make a great deal of pleasures and indulgences without unmoney, because sandalwood is very valu- derstanding how precious those breaths
able. But the woodcutter was not happy; are. If God showers grace on us and we
he had expected the King to give him a do some little meditation, or if we have
lot of money and precious things, and he done some good karma and God gives us
didn't appreciate the sandalwood trees: the reward for that, then we may come to
he had no idea of their value. Still he realize how precious our breaths and huthought, "Okay, it is better for me now man body are. But once we have lost the
because I will not have to cut wood far human birth, what can we get? Once the
into the forest; I can cut it right here and birds have taken all the grain, what is the
make my charcoal and sell it in the city." use of repenting?
Baba Sawan Singh Ji often used to tell
So, not knowing the value of the sandalwood trees, he turned them all into char- this story from the Bible: There was a
coal and maintained himself by selling it person who had three servants. Once
when he was leaving for a while he gave
in the city.
After some days the King was passing some money to all of them and told them
by that grove and he thought, "Maybe that they should invest it in merchandise,
now, after cutting all these trees, my work hard in their business, and increase
friend who saved my precious life will what they had been given. The first serhave made a lot of money and be living vant worked very hard and made a lot of
very comfortably." But when he saw the money. The second did the same and
woodcutter, he was just the same - same doubled his capital. The third servant
torn clothes, same axe in his hand - and buried his money in the ground, thinking
he was astonished and asked him what that he didn't want to lose the capital
he had done with all the sandalwood which his master had given him. After
trees. When the woodcutter told him, some time when the master came back,
the King asked if there was any at all he called all three of them. The first two
left, and he said, "Yes, I have this one gave him all the money they had made,
SANT BANI

and the master was very pleased; he said,
"This is praiseworthy; you understood
what I told you; you have worked hard,
and I will give you more powers and
rights." The third servant presented the
master with the same money he had
given him, and said, "I did not do anything with this because you always try to
get money which is not yours. I was worried that if I lost this, you would be
upset; so I did not do anything. Here is
your capital." How could that master be
pleased with someone who did not do
anything with the capital he was given?
So Mahatmas lovingly explain to us
that God is that master, and we are those
servants, and we have been given the
capital of the human birth; and there are
certain responsibilities which we are supposed to attend to in order to increase
the capital which God has given us.
Those who, sitting in this human body,
attend to those responsibilities- they do
human deeds, and also the devotion of
God-God opens His door and welcomes them, and gives them more rights
and more powers. But those who do not
increase their capital, who just keep it or
lose it-God is not pleased with them.
Guru Nanak says, "There are those who
increase the capital which God has given
them, and there are those who lose it."
True are Your Khands, true are
Your Brahmands;
True are Your Loa,z true are Your
Forms.
Sheikh Baram asked Guru Nanak,
"What is true in this world? Is speaking
truth the only true thing?" Guru Nanak
replied, "Speaking truth is indeed a very
good thing; one does that when the effect of Satogun is upon him, and it is one
of the good deeds. But Truth is that
which never perishes and which never
2. Plural of lok or world
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destroys; it is the Power of God. And all
that God has created- the Khands and
Brahmands and other divisions of the
Creation, the different parts of the
body-all things which God has created- are also Truth, because God Himself is sitting within everything He has
created."
He who is not affected by the three
gunas3 is the gurumukh,4 and he receives
glory in the Court of the Lord.
Mahatma Pipa also writes, "Whatever
is in Brahmand is also in Pind;s Pipa
says, Those who search for it get it."
All the Mahatmas have said, "We
could not have recognized the Khands
and Brahmands; we had no understanding of this Creation. It was God Himself
Who sent His beloveds and Who made
us realize and understand His Creation."
True are Your doings and all Your
thoughts;
True is Your command, true is Your
court;
True is Your will, true is Your order;
True is Your mercy, true is Your
sign.
Guru Nanak sings the praises of God
Almighty and says, "Your court, Your
Satsang, is Truth; Your thoughts of
whom You should bring to the Satsang
and whom You should keep away is
Truth; Your will, Your orders for all
creatures, is also Truth."
Millions and billions say You are
True;
3. The three qualities or modes of being
which make up the created universe. They are
Satogun, Rajogun, and Tarnogun, or peace/
equipoise, activity/energy, and inertia, respectively.
4. The mouthpiece of the guru; the disciple
through whom the Master speaks.
5. Pind is the physical plane or the physical
body.

And True are all who depend on
You and get strength from You.
Lovingly He says that those who sing the
praises of God and remember Him, and
remembering Him become His Form,
are also true beings; because that Name
that they remember always remains in
this world. Once Guru Nanak asked
some dear ones whose name would be
remembered; they answered that those
who benefit the people by making resting places or digging wells, or those who
have children, would be remembered.
But Guru Nanak was not satisfied, and
he said, "The Name (Naam) of the Almighty Lord remains in this world forever, and God remains here forever; and
in this age only those who become the
gurumukhs of God will be remembered
forever." The Naam is the only thing
which remains; those who do the meditation of Naam are remembering God
and thus become the form of God; God
cannot be destroyed and neither can
they; so it is the names of those who
meditate on Naam which is remembered
forever.
True is Your praise, true is Your advice;
True is Your nature, 0 True Emperor.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "Sing the praise
of God. Whatever thoughts we have of
You or Your power are true, and whoever sits and sings Your glory and praise
becomes true."
Nanak says, Those who meditate on
You are true;
Those who are born and die are
false.
Now He says, "Those who do Your devotion and connect themselves with You,
they also become true ones and rise
above the pain of birth and death." The
untrue ones are those who, by looking at
6

other people, come to the Satsang but
still do not have enough faith in the Master. Sometimes they bring faith and
sometimes they lose it and in this way,
even though they come into the Sarsang
of the Master, they will not become perfect. Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say,
"Those who go within and see with their
own eyes know what is real; even if the
whole world tells them it is different,
they will not believe it." If you yourself
see a donkey with your own eyes, the
whole world may tell you it is a horse but
you won't believe it.
The Lord of my soul, the Form of the
Shabd, Supreme Father Kirpal, always
said that we should not be attached to
the body because it does not remain in
this world forever; but you all know of
the chaos that occurred when He left His
body, among those who were around
Him and knew about Him: how they
fought with each other and even went to
court. But this poor one always said,
"The Master never dies, the Master never
leaves. Those who say that the Master is
dead should be taken to court and asked
why they took someone as a Master who
was involved in births and deaths." The
perfect Masters are never involved in
birth and death; They never die or leave
this world; They are always present in
this world in the form of the Shabd.
Master is the form of the Shabd; and in
that form He is always present. He never
connects anyone with His body; He connects the soul with the Shabd, because
Shabd is the power which remains. He
may change His body; but the Power
working within Him never changes. But
what is our condition? Kabir Sahib says,
"We have taken the body of the Master
as the Master; we have not recognized
the real Satguru working within Him,
and so we come back into the cycle of 84
lakhs births and deaths again and again
and remain in delusion." Guru Nanak
SANT BANI
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says, "My Satguru is present in this
world forever; He never comes, He never
goes; He is indestructible and He is permanent."
In the Var of Rai Balwand, in Guru
Granth Sahib, it is written: "The Light is
the same, the practices are the same, but
He changes the body and sits there."
Great is Your glory because great is
Your Naam;
Great is Your glory because True is
Your justice.
Now Guru Nanak Sahib describes the
glory of that God Almighty Who is present within everyone. He says that His
mantra is the highest of all mantras; His
judgment is the highest of all judgments
because He always gives justice.
God gives us the rewards or fruits of
our deeds whether we remember Him or
not. He does not take away riches or
good things from those who abuse Him
or call Him names; He gives the fruits
equally, but it is true that we have to take
the fruits of our deeds. If we have done
good deeds, we get good fruit; if we have
done bad deeds, we have to take bad
fruit. But it is not true that God does not
give the fruits to those who do not remember Him.
Great is Your glory because Your
seat is immovable;
Great is Your glory because You
know our speech.
It is His great glory that His seat is Sach
Khand. All the planes up to Om or Brahmand are washed away in the Dissolution (pralaya) and all the planes up to
Bhanvar Gupha are washed away in the
Grand Dissolution (mahapralaya); but
Sach Khand is not dissolved or destroyed
in any dissolution or grand dissolution.
Great is Your glory because You
know all thoughts;
Great is Your glory because You are
the Unasked Giver.
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His greatest glory is that once He manifests His Naam within someone and authorizes that person to give the Naam
initiation to others, He does not ask him,
"Why have you brought so many?" or
"Why did you give Naam initiation to so
many people?" This is His great glory:
that once He has given His gift He does
not ask any questions.
Great is Your glory because You are
all in all.
His glory is great because He does not
give His gifts after consulting anyone:
He has no equal.
Nanak says, All Your doings cannot
be told.
Because what You have done and
what You will do are all in Your
Will.
With our tongue and with words we cannot glorify Him or sing His praises; we
can sing His praises only after going
within and becoming one with Him.
This world is the abode of the True
One, and in it the True One
abides;
Some, in His Will, He merges with
Himself; some, in His Will, He
destroys.
This is the bani of Guru Angad Dev Ji,
Who says lovingly that this human body
is a beautiful house of God. Guru Amardas Ji Maharaj calls the human body
"the temple of God"; some Mahatmas
have called it a mosque or church, because within this human body God Almighty Himself resides. So Guru Angad
Dev Ji Maharaj says here that this beautiful house of the body is the temple of
God in which He Himself is residing,
and it is His own decision who should be
brought near Him and who should be
left attached to Maya.
Some, in His Will, He takes out of
Maya; some He makes dwell in
Maya.

How can we say whom He will
bless?
Nanak says, Understand them as
gurumukhs whom He illumines
HimselJ:
Guru Nanak does not have any ego; He
does not say, "I am the only one who
knows about God, or the Khands and
Brahmands or other divisions of Creation, or have the understanding of
God." No; He says that all those who
have obeyed the commandments of the
Master and molded their lives according
to His teachings, and become gurumukhs, all know these secrets; they all
have the understanding of God. Mahatmas tell us that up to now those who
have practiced this Path according to the
instructions of the Master and done the
meditation have never said that this Path
is not true. Those who have not meditated or followed the Master's commandments may say that this Path is not true;
but those who have worked, gone
within, and reached Sach Khand have
never said it.

Nanak says, Creating the jivas,6 He
made Dharma (the Lord of Judgment) sit and write the accounts.
There the true ones are judged true;
the false are picked and separated.
Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj says that
after the jivas were created they were not
left unattended. God created Dharam
Raj, the Lord of Judgment, and appointed him to make arrangements according to the accounts of the jivas. In
this world the souls are all free to do any
karma they want, good or bad. When
they leave this world they are brought
6. Individual or embodied souls, subject to

karma.

before the Lord of Judgment. He has
been given the job of rewarding good
deeds and punishing bad, and he does
that very efficiently. He separates the
true from the false.

The false ones do not find any
place; their faces are blackened
and they are sent to hell.
Those who are colored in Your
Naam won, and the deceivers
lost;
Yes, He made Dharma sit and write
the accounts.
In old times the currency was silver or
metal coins; now for convenience we
have bills of paper, but in the old days it
was coins, and when anyone took coins
to the Treasurer he would test them. If
he found any coin that was not pure, he
would cut it and throw it away. The pure
coins he accepted for the treasury. The
same thing happens to all souls when
they leave this world and are brought
before the Lord of Judgment. Those who
are true, who have done the devotion of
the Lord, are accepted in the treasury of
the Court of God; the others- the impure, the false, those who have not done
the devotion of God-they are not accepted in the Court of the Lord and, just
as the Treasurer cut the coins as a sign of
their rejection, so Dharam Raj blackens
the faces of the souls who are false: this
is a sign that that soul is going to hell
and prevents it from mixing with other
souls. The Lord of Judgment does not
have any enmity towards anyone, nor
does he have any love for anyone; he
does justice. We are given reward or punishment according to our deeds.
I would like to make a request: The
dear ones who are in the habit of doing
meditation in their homes, and who have
been able to reduce the amount of sleep,
do not usually have any difficulty when
SANT BANI

they come here and try to meditate for
many hours. But those who have not yet
developed the habit of sleeping less and
meditating more come here and see other
people meditating, and then they also do
not sleep much and sit for meditation.
But since they are not in the habit of
doing it, it bothers them and creates disturbances in their minds; and this disturbs others. So I hope that those who
have not yet developed the habit of sleeping less will try to take enough sleep so
that they do not disturb others. You
should take care of yourselves.
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During my first tour when I talked
about coming to Rajasthan I said that
everyone should prepare themselves for
this trip so that when they come here
they will not have any difficulty. If the
dear ones who have not reduced their
sleep sit too much, they fall asleep in
Satsang, their eyes are swollen, and you
can easily see that. I have often said that
once you reduce sleep, it becomes difficult for you to sleep too much; but if you
have not reduced your sleep, it is very
difficult for you to stay up.

Work As An Agent
Baba Sawan Singh Ji
April, 1927
Dear daughter,

You

SPEAK of your husband's illness
and loss of position, naturally you feel
very much disturbed and disheartened.
Rest assured that before you were born
here, the arrangement of your livelihood
was made. The pains and pleasures and
general run of life were then determined.
This was not by any haphazard process,
but by a carefully regulated system known
as the Rarinicham.
Nothing happens here of its own accord. The pains and pleasures of life are
the result of our own actions. He who is
born, no matter in what form, cannot help
doing actions and all actions must have
reactions. Every action is indelibly written
in our minds. The memory is poor and the
whole record is forgotten, but it does not
mean that there is no record.
All actions leave an impression behind,
which dull minds fail to decipher. Only
when the mind develops - when we travel
within and upwards - memory revives and
the record becomes intelligible. Briefly,
the Karmic theory is as follows: a farmer
acquires land and prepares it for seed. He
has the option to sow whatever he likes.
He will reap what he has sown. Next year,
he will eat what he gathered last year, and
he has no alternative; but he has the
choice once again to sow what he now
likes. In case he has a bumper crop and
finds it more than he needs for present
consumption, he stores a part as reserve
against lean years. Every bumper year he
adds his surplus to his reserve. Like the
farmer everybody here is (a) preparing the
land, (b) living upon his previously gath-
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ered grain and, (c) has a reserve accumulated to meet emergency. (a) is a fresh
action depending on our choice, (b) is an
action to be undergone where there is no
choice, (c) does not interfere in our present
life. (a) and (b) are running concurrently
and it is rather difficult for people to
decide whether any particular action of
theirs is of the (a) or (b) class. However, a
rough test may be applied - that which is
done by effort and struggle is (a). And
that which happens in spite of all precautions is (b).
The main events of life therefore are the
results of our past actions, and this is the
debt that stands against us; and like a
debtor we should be happy when the debt
is being paid off. The debt has to be paid.
We incurred it at one time, as cheerfully as
some people are now doing. It seems painful now to pay, but we were not cautious
when we incurred it. The only course open
now is to reconcile ourselves with what is
happening, for happen it must, and undergo it we must, then why not do so
without opposition?
It is difficult to be happy in calamity,
but you will find much change if you look
at it from the viewpoint just stated.
Nanak, a great Saint, said, "Misery is
medicine and pleasure is disease, because
in pleasure mind scatters and in adversity
or misery it contracts." The teachings of
Saints is to subordinate and merge the
individual will in His Will.
The Saints and the world differ here.
The world pays the debt and weeps or
laughs; while the Saints neither weep nor
laugh but are unaffected by the pains or
pleasures of this life. The question arises:
SANT BANI

"What supports the Saints in this attitude?" The answer is that while They have
bodies like ours and live under the same
external circumstances, They are not attached to the bodies as we are.
They can withdraw the attention from
the body at will; not only from the material body but also from the astral and
causal as well. When the attention is withdrawn, and in proportion to its withdrawal, the influence of pain and pleasure
is not felt; for the mind that was to feel
(attention) is not there for the time being.
They withdraw the attention and live in
the Sound Current for the Current is
Their very life. They teach the same to us,
and not only wish it but make saints of
those who follow Them. Hence with patience, perseverance, and faith try to rise
up, first to the eye-focus by repetition of
names and then catch the Current there
and reach your Home. In all ordinary
persons the focus of attention is normally
at the heart center. By effort they eventually rise to the eyes, but more easily fall to
the lower centers, but its headquarters is
the heart.
As long as the heart is the focus, the
mind continues generating thoughts,
wool-gathering, and the individual is impressionable to circumstances. When the
focus of attention has been raised to the
eyes, and the mind has entered within,
then the mind ceases generating thoughts;
it is now running within instead of outside. The individual then is unaffected by
external circumstances or changes.
In other words a person behaves according to the focus of his attention. As
long as the focus of attention is below the
eyes there is no difference between man
and animal except in form; the actions are
alike. The change of focus is done by
constant practice and effort to rise up and
fix and hold the attention at the higher
centers. This is the underlying idea of the
repetition of the names. Each name gives
April 1989

you an idea of something within you and
above the eyes. Every time you repeat a
name attentively you are trying to rise up,
and sooner or later the eye-focus will become the headquarters of your attention.
Patiently persevere; avoid hurry. With a
calm mind sit in the exercises.
The determination and faith should be
so strong that even if nothing comes out of
it until the last moment of life, there is no
wavering of faith. There is no other way to
rise up besides this. Let one qeek and
inquire as much as one likes, one will have
to come to this conclusion. It is the natural process. But effort must bear fruit. A
laborer receives wages all right from his
employer; will the Creator then keep back
the reward from one who is seeking Him?
The moment He considers it the fit time to
give, He will give. He is waiting for you at
the eye-focus and is making the path
smooth for you. Your trouble was the
outcome of your past actions (b) class and
I congratulate you for having undergone it
so patiently. When you have altered the
focus of attention, you will not be so
impressionable. I am glad to read in one
of your letters where you speak of your
determination to rise and say "if applying
myself will get me anywhere, I will surely
reach the goal."
As long as the Karmic debt is not paid,
return to the Original Home is not possible. The utmost rise can only be to the
second stage- Trikuti. But no higher.
Trikuti is in the mind range. The three
kinds of actions (a), (b) and (c) have to be
paid. An individual is subject ro the influence of (a) as long as his attention is on the
heart center, and not risen to the eyefocus. The influence of (b) -called fate will is undergone up to the first stageSahansdal Kanwal. When the attention
has crossed this stage the effect of (b)
actions will be borne conveniently. The (c)
type of Karma is not undergone. The Master does not usually interfere here.

These (b) actions determine the course
of life. To interfere with them is to interfere with the life course and this is not
considered advisable. By the time life
comes to an end, these actions have been
undergone and this account is balanced.
But what about (a)? If (a) is being added
on, how can the account end? Here the
attitude of a devotee should be that of an
agent and not of a primary. Let the devotee do his work as an agent, doing it
faithfully and vigorously, as he would if
he were working for himself. But if he
does them for the Master, then the Master
is responsible and not the agent.
In case a child is born in the family, why
should the agent rejoice; and if there is a
death in the family, why should the agent
weep? The profit and loss that may acrue
are to be borne by the Master and not by
the agent. The business of the agent is to
do the best he can according to his [understanding]. Therefore, (a) does not accumulate if done as an agent; (b) will be paid
during this lifetime, and (c) has been
wiped out by the Master. What is left then
at death that can bring him back to this
world or life here again? No action-no
form-no life here- the soul must of necessity go back to its Real Home.
Below is the answer to your question:
"How does repeating the names help me
on the journey?" As pictured above, the
names do reveal to us something that lies
within us and above the eyes. The deities
do respond when their names are spoken
but your receiving apparatus is not yet
attuned to receive their message.
By repetition, therefore, we attempt to
hold the attention at the eyes. It is thus
withdrawn from outside and below the
eyes. Fixing the attention at any point
means its withdrawal from other points.
When the attention has been withdrawn
from the body below the eyes, and has
been fixed in the eye-focus, we become
unconscious of the body below the eyes,

but we are super-consicous within. It is
just the opposite of dreaming and deep
slumber.
In these states, the attention goes to the
throat and navel centers away from the
brain and the farther it is from the brain,
the more unconscious we become; and
conversely, the nearer we are to the brain
the more conscious we are. By rising to the
eye-focus we are unconscious of this material world. The material region has been
crossed and we have entered the astral
region. One stage of the journey is passed.
Behind the eyes there is an aperture, on
this side of which is the material world, in
which we are living now, and on the other
side is the astral world. Entrance in this
aperture means death to this world, or
death from this side but life on the other
side. When the attention reverts and
comes out from the aperture, back to centers below the eyes, it establishes its connection again with the material world, and
retains the recollections of the astral
world.
Devotees who have access to this aperture die daily and come to life again daily.
The attention is not completely withdrawn, but the momentary coming and
going remains. Connection is not altogether cut off. But there is no fear of
death. We fear because it is so painful to
withdraw the current from the body.
If, by practice, one has become able to
withdraw the current from the body below
the eyes and in fixing it in the eye-focus, he
knows what death is and knows how to die
and does die daily.
Another question: "When I pass over,
where is my next step?" Behind the eyes
the whole vast region of the astral world
lies. This region is crossed by following the
Sound Current. It is not desirable to tarry
here, in spite of its attractions, for it is all
deception, intended to hold the soul
down. The Master guides and takes care.
Only those devotees whose tendencies
for things of this world are deep rooted,
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and whose curiosities have not yet been
satisfied are temporarily held here. And if
the case is, as you say-"I shudder at the
thought of returning to this world9'- there
will be no stay here. Those go upward
right through.
"Will I ever be conscious of my loved
ones and can I help them?" Yes, when the
attention is fixed in the eye-focus and on
the astral plane, you can see [while] sitting
in America what is happening anywhere
else on the material plane. Similarly, after
crossing the astral plane and making entrance into the causal plane, you will be
able to see anywhere in the astral plane.
Not to say of one past life, but of all your
past history, you will become familiar as
you rise up.
It is not advisable to try to find it out,
however, unless the third stage - Daswan
Dwar - has been reached, because lower
than this is the mind zone, no matter how
fine, yet it is mind. It was our connection
with others which kept us back so long;
and it is those associations and their consequences that we are trying to get over
now, hence as long as we are in the mind
zone, we are liable to renew those associations and get entangled.
But this much is certain, that a devotee's
past relatives do get help. The proof of all
this lies within. A traveller sitting in a train
sees the country around and also comes to
the end of his journey. Similarly, if the
attention remains in the Sound Current,
the journey is progressing and occasional
places around give some idea of the plane
through which the upward journey is continued; but if the Sound Current is given
up by the attention, and it is wholly given
to scenes then the upward journey stops.
"I receive no results from the exercises."
Your mind is wavering yet. Do not worry,
but sit in the exercises with great calmness.
Even the desire to see scatters the mind.
The moment the mind contracts into the
eye-focus, it will see the Light. The Light
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is outward, yet. Again, the ups and downs
of worldly affairs will continue. They
never cease; hence time for our exercises
must be found in whatever circumstances
we find ourselves placed.
"If a form or something should come
will it be entirely inside? If I took my
hands from my eyes would I see it on this
plane with me?" When the attention has
gone within, then the body will become
unconscious. The eyes, the power to see,
will be seeing within and very likely your
hands will not be on your eyes then. Whatever you see then you will be seeing within
on the astral plane. On coming back into
the body, you can only see what is on the
physical plane.
But when the coming in and coming out
is at will, then the impressions of one
merge into the other, a moment here and a
moment there as it were. You wish that
many more converts may come in. This is
a natural desire. A generous heart wishes
that everybody should get what it has; but
do not go out of your way. Whomsoever is
to get on the Path will find a way. As long
as the Master does not will to give it to
anyone, no amount of effort can succeed
with him. Time is a great factor. Everybody has his time fixed. When his turn
will come, a desire for going within will
spring up. This world will look hollow.
Whenever it is to rain, the clouds proceed
to gather.
Suicide is determined by past actions.
But death or suicide are one and the same.
No matter how death occurs, the attention
goes within the eyes after having been
withdrawn from the body. You may have
seen people dying. Attention first leaves
the limbs, then the lower centers are vacated and slowly it moves upward, until
finally the eyes turn. In exactly the same
manner, the attention is withdrawn in the
exercises.
In the case of the initiated, the Master's
Form lives within at the Third Eye and
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takes charge of the devotee when he
reaches there. From the time of Initiation,
the Master is with the disciple. Rise up and
see.
"If bad scenes come, shall I repeat the
names." Yes, withdraw the attention from
them and put it in the names or on the
Sound Current. But ask not or desire
nothing. Instead, take shelter in the Current. Do not lose heart but trust in the
Master. Subordinate your will to His.

bles. He goes to bed usually between
eleven and twelve at night and gets up at
three a.m. and remains in spiritual meditation up to usually eight a.m. in winter
and six in summer. He spends the daytime
in giving discourses to those who might
have come for the purpose, or in study of
spiritual books, and in looking after the
hermitage. His evenings are again devoted
to meditation. His preachings and practices strictly coincide.
As to His physical body, He is now in
Yours affectionately,
His 69th year and has a most reverential
Sawan Singh
face with snowy white beard shining on
*
*
*
his breast. His eyes have peculiar divine
Appended below is an interesting descrip- luster in them. His personal magnetism
tion of Baba Sawan Singh, taken from an attracts everyone who has the privilege of
earlier letter by His secretary.
sitting in His company. One cannot pass
March 11: 1926 by Him without noticing something new
and unusual. It is impossible to do justice
Dear sister and dear brother,
I have taken much longer over this in description. He is to be seen and not
promised note than I had anticipated. My described.
chief difficulty was that I could not deIf you hold the map of the Punjab, you
scribe Father as I would like to. There is will find river Beas which separates the
no photograph of His which I could send Jullundar and Amritsar districts. Dera
you as a substitute for the description. He Baba Jaimal Singh is located on the west
has not been photographed so far. . . . if bank of the river, three miles up the river
somebody says to Father that He is an from where the North Western Railway
adept or a Guru or some such thing, His from Jullundar and Amritsar crosses this
reply invariably is, "Guru is the Lord," river. It is a sort of hermitage secluded
and "I would consider myself happy if His from the world and its strife. Father and
Saints would only let me sit at Their holy some dozen devotees live there.
feet." Flattery is foreign to Him.
There is no one of His family members
As to His worldly career, he comes of a here. They come to Him like His other
very respectable family with military trafollowers to pay visits on the occasions of
ditions . . . and was a Sub-Divisional OfSatsangs or whenever they find time. On
ficer in the "Military Works Engineering
last Sunday of every month there is a
Department." He married at the age of
about twenty-five, and has got two sons gathering of about 2,000 persons coming
who manage the estate at home. For the to attend the Satsang. On the 29th Decemlast twenty-eight years, He has been lead- ber and on the Beas Puja day which usuing a strict bachelor's life. He retired from ally falls about the middle of July, the
Government service in 1910 and ever since number comes up to something like 6,000.
has been living on His own pension, and These two days in the year are fixed for
does not accept any kind of presents from special gatherings.
With humble R.S. greetings,
any of His followers.
Yours affectionately,
His diet is very simple. It consists of
Jagat Singh, secretary
milk, milk products, bread, and vegetaSANT BANI

The Stamp of the Master
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
to say that when you ask a question it
should be regarding one, or at the most
tions.
two, particular points, so that it becomes
Dear Master I often ask myself which easier to answer.
limit and what difference there is for an
Now in this question it is very difficult
Initiate between being spiritually introto find out what is the real purpose of
vert and talking little but heavily, and
the person who has asked this question.
being unfriendly or inconsiderate with
There are many things which are anothers. And also between advising and
swered in the question itself. A similar
expressing one's own ideas frankly and
thing happened once during the first
judging, talking, sternly as though we
tour at Sant Bani Ashram, one dear one
were oracles of absolute truth. In general
stood up and he asked me a very long
what limits and difference is there bequestion and by the time he had fintween an inner detachment and indifished, he had already answered his own
ference or coldness with respect to
question, and when he realized that he
others, considering another person's
laughed, and all the dear ones in the
problem as their own karma. I do this
Sangat also laughed. So I mean to say
question because I often feel in my own
that whenever you want to ask any quesself and others opposite attitudes that
tion make it very brief and to the point.
are sometimes humiliating and create reIt is not that I don't like or cannot
sentment or incomprehension.
answer the long questions, but when you
I did not want to say this but now I am are sitting here with the other dear ones
compelled to say it. Whenever you ask in the Sangat, you should ask the quesany question you should make it brief tion in such a way that they also underand to the point. You should not make it stand what is being asked, and afterso complex and so complicated that it wards, when that question is being read
becomes difficult to find out what you or when the answer is read, the dear ones
want to know.
who are reading that question or answer
This particular question could have should also be able to gain something
easily been made brief and to the point; from it.
it would have been easier for me to anIn the army we used to have a court of
swer and easier for you to understand the commanding officer once a month
what you are really asking for.
when we were allowed to ask any quesI don't have any objection when peo- tion we wanted. But they told us we
ple ask me long questions but I mean should ask questions of a general nature
the answer of which would be helpful for
This question and answer session was
our future and even to all the other dear
given January 29, 1989, at Sant Bani
ones. Over there we were not allowed to
Ashram, Village 16PS, Rajasthan, Znask questions of a personal nature,
dia.
about our families or things like that.

Y

ES, NOW YOU
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may ask your ques-
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Only questions related to the army work do only those things which keep us at the
were allowed, and if anyone would ask eye center. In fact I would say that whenany complicated or long question which ever you think anything you should aldid not have any connection with army ways keep yourself at the eye center.
Now about expressing what we have in
work, then the commanding officer
our
heart for others. You know that love
would not answer that question. But the
cannot
be completely expressed through
person who would ask such a question
would become the cause of a joke for the our outer actions; it is not something
which you can show off, it is something
other people.
We all know that there are a couple of which is felt by the other person. In fact,
basic things which all the dear Satsangis when we start remaining at the eye cenhave to face: sometimes it is very easy ter, when we go within, and when we see
for us to concentrate and go within and the whole world belongs to the same Alsee the things; but other times it is very mighty Lord, then love for every creadifficult to face our mind, it is very diffi- ture is developed in us. After that even
cult for us to do our work and do the though we may not express it to others,
concentration of the mind. So these are a still the other people will feel the love
couple of basic things which affect our coming from us. Master Sawan Singh
meditation and our attitudes. I would used to say, "When you have good feellike to explain to you that we should not ings for others it doesn't matter if you
have any thought or attitude which will express it outwardly or not, but when
result in taking us away from the eye you are having good feelings for them
center. Whatever we think of others, and when you are sending good feelings
whatever we talk to others, or in what- to them they will also receive those good
ever way we behave in front of others, it feelings and they will feel the love comshould not be one which will take us ing from you."
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say that
away from the eye center, it should not
be one which could break our concentra- heart talks to the heart. Once Emperor
tion. Whenever we speak anything or Akbar and his minister Birbal were
deal with anyone, first of all we should going along to some place; they were
think of the effect it is going to have on walking and Birbal had told Emperor
the other person. Most of all we should Akbar, "Whatever thoughts you have for
always be considerate, we should always someone, that person also has the simiconsider whether this action, or this lar thoughts, he responds in the same
thought, or this attitude of ours, is going way as the thoughts you have for him."
to be helpful to us in concentrating at Now Emperor Akbar did not want to
the eye center or whether it will diffuse believe in that unless he had some proof,
us more in this world.
so he asked Birbal to give him some
So that is why whenever we deal with proof.
the other people, whether it is with other
Birbal said, "Well, here comes a perfamily members or other Satsangis or son and you should have some thought
anyone in this world, we should always of him and let us see what he thinks of
be very considerate and always be very you when he sees you." So at once Emcareful. We do not want our mind, our peror Akbar thought, when he saw that
attention, to be spread more in this farmer coming along the other side of
world, because our Path is that of con- the road, "I should put him in jail, and
centration at the eye center. We should get him a beating from the police, and I
April 1989
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should punish him as much as I can." He
told Birbal about his thoughts for that
person.
So when that person came he was
asked what kind of thoughts he had for
this person, Emperor Akbar. In those
days not many people used to see the
kings and the emperors physically, so
that farmer had no idea he was talking to
the Emperor. He was very fearless and
said, "As soon as I saw him I thought,
'This person has a very heavy mustache,
and I would like to pull his mustache;
and I would like to beat him.' "
So then Emperor Akbar was convinced, "Because I had the bad thought
for him, he also had bad thoughts for
me." So the meaning of saying this is
that if you have good thoughts and good
attitudes towards others you do not need
to express them outwardly, just your
thoughts will carry what feeling is in
your heart for them, and they wili also
respond in the same way.
I would like to say that the fragrance
of Love, the fragrance of Naam, should
come out from within the disciple of the
Master, from the Satsangis, and just by
looking at his face the other people
should know that he is an initiate of a
Perfect Master and his dealings in this
world are perfect, and whatever he does
is a good thing. Just by looking at his
face people should get the idea that he
goes to a Perfect Master. Often I have
said that the earth on which we are living
should also be blessed and should also
be proud of us. We should do such
things, and our way of living should be
such, that not only our Master, but the
whole world should be proud of us.
History bears the witness that up until
now the Negative Power has always
bothered the Saints who came into this
world, and those who follow the Path of
the Perfect Master are always bothered.
But the Masters never encourage Their
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disciples to follow and respond in the
same way as the other people. They have
always said, "You should always be loving to them." Our beloved Master Kirpal
always used to say that when a bad person does not stop doing his bad deeds,
why should a good person stop doing his
good deeds?
Kabir Sahib was the first Saint to be
incarnated on this earth and He never
went below the human body and those
who had the blessed opportunity of having His Darshan, and those who got the
opportunity of getting the Initiation
from Him, they also did the meditation
and they realized that Kabir was not different from God Almighty. In His writings Kabir Sahib has also written that
there is no difference between the Saints
and Almighty Lord, in fact Saints are
the Form of Almighty God. But history
bears the witness how the government of
His time did not spare any efforts, did
not leave any stone unturned, to torture
Him and give him trouble.
Kabir Sahib came in a Muslim weaver
family and at that time, the most powerful king who was ruling over India was
also from the Muslim religion, his name
was Sikunder Lodi. He tied the hands
and feet of Kabir Sahib with heavy iror,
chains and he also attached some more
weight to him and threw him in the water
of the Ganges. But with the grace of God
Almighty all those chains were broken
and Kabir Sahib came up and floated,
sitting crosslegged, on the water of the
River Ganges, as if He was sitting and
doing His meditation.
Another time Sikunder Lodi he tied
Kabir's body in the form of the bundle
and he threw Him in front of an intoxicated elephant. But when the elephant
came near Kabir Sahib, it just bowed
down in front of Kabir Sahib and it did
not do the thing for which it was made
drunk. It was made drunk to step on
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Kabir Sahib but it did not do that, instead it just bowed down to Kabir Sahib.
Now the Kazi who was responsible for
passing judgement against Kabir and for
executing this so-called punishment was
encouraging and getting upset with the
mahout of the elephant. Why was he not
making the elephant step on Kabir
Sahib? But even though that mahout did
so much but still the elephant would just
go near Kabir Sahib and bow down to
Him and nothing went wrong. The elephant would not do any harm to Kabir
Sahib, instead he just bowed down and
respected Kabir Sahib.
Kabir Sahib mentioned this incident in
His writings. He said, "What mistake or
what sin has the beloved of God has
done? He was thrown in front of the
elephant. The elephant understood that
He was the Beloved of God and he
bowed down to Him but that ignorant
Kazi did not understand what has happened. Three times he was encouraged
to come and step on me but each time he
came he bowed down but that ignorant
Kazi still did not understand what was
the reality."
They did all this in the name of religion because Sikunder Lodi was a Muslim and he believed in Prophet Mohammed and he tortured Kabir Sahib
because he was trying to prove that he
was the only true Muslim, loyal to
Prophet Mohammed. According to the
Muslim religion one who goes on a pilgrimage to Mecca is called a true Muslim. He had been there many times, and
he was calling himself as the true Muslim. But they did not know what
Prophet Mohammed has really written
in the holy book Koran Shah, how much
love and how much compassion He had
for the whole of creation.
Once Prophet Mohammed, along with
one disciple, had gone to some village
and there a person in the market was
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calling names to Prophet Mohammed.
Prophet Mohammed just kept quiet and
listened to all the abuse that person was
saying. His disciple asked Him, "Why
don't you answer his abuses. Why don't
you tell him that he should stop?" But
Prophet Mohammed just kept quiet and
He just listened t o all the abuse he was
saying to Him.
After some time when that person got
tired of calling names to Prophet Mohammed, then Prophet Mohammed told
His disciple to go and ask him, "What
does he need? Can I help him?"
Now that dear one who was with
Prophet Mohammed was surprized, because that person had been calling
names to Prophet Mohammed for such a
long time and in the end, Prophet Mohammed, instead of getting upset with
him, was offering him any help He could
give to him. So you see how much love,
compassion, and humility the Masters
have. And we, who start the religions in
Their Names, do not have any idea; and
that is why we torture and give a hard
time to the Saints and Mahatmas who
come in this world.
Whenever the Masters come into this
world they live a very pure, a very high
kind of life, and they inspire us, they
encourage us, also to live that pure and
very high life. They always tell us that we
should not do anything which would
bring a bad name to our parents, which
would bring a bad name to our society,
or the country in which we are living;
and that is why they always tell us to live
a very pure and high life.
So dear ones, once again, I am sorry
to say that since the question did not
make any sense to me that is why I was
not able to answer it but still I tried my
best to explain to you how we should be
living and how we should be dealing with
the other people in this world. And that
is that we should always have a good,

loving attitude towards other people and
we should not do anything, we should
not behave toward other people, in such
a way that they feel hurt. In fact we
should always do those things which will
bring us closer to the eye center, because
our job is to stay at the eye center. In fact
when we remain at the eye center, go
within, and when we reach the Radiant
Form of the Master then the real love,
humility, and devotion is developed
within us and afterwards we love everyone alike.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say,
"Break all the different ornaments,
whether it is a ring or a bracelet or an
earring; whatever you have, you should
melt all the ornaments you have, and
make a very big necklace which you can
wear on your neck; because the idea is to
show people that you have so much of
gold." So in the same way, in this Path of
the Masters also, no matter what you are
doing, the main thing should be that you
withdraw your attention from all the
outer things and come to the eye center,
connect with the Shabd Naam; because
when you withdraw your attention from
all the outer things and connect it with
Shabd Naam you get everything.
Dear ones, if you go on talking about
this subject: about how we should deal
with people, how we should behave,
what kind of attitude we should have
with people, we will get nowhere, because this is such a subject that no matter how much you talk, you are not
going to get anywhere unless you work
for it.
Guru Nanak Sahib has said that as
long as we are living in this world we
have to listen to some people and we
have to talk to some people. So dear
ones, as long as we are living in this
world we will have to listen to the people,
we should listen to their loving talks and
we should share with them the love we
have.

In expressing your love and affection
for others, if you spend all your time
saying that you have so much love for the
other person, it is all a waste. Instead of
spending all that energy in saying that
you love a person so much, if you would
have loving feelings for him, if you
would really love him from your heart,
then he will receive those loving feelings
from you; and in that way it will be good
for him as well as you.
The same thing applies in the relationship between the disciple and the Master.
Talking about my own self, I would like
to say that if I had spent all my life
telling Master how much I love Him,
how devoted I am to Him, how I always
think of and yearn for Him-I don't
think I would have become as successful
in this Path as I have become. I did
express my love and yearning for Him
but at the same time I also performed my
duty. When I performed my duty He
showered His Grace, He also did His
job; as a result He made me successful
on this Path. The disciple has certain
duties and the Master also has certain
duties. When the disciple performs his
duty then he does not have to wait for
the Master to perform His duty; He is
always there and He showers Grace upon
US.

So dear ones, the Masters have told us
that we should always be loving toward
the other dear ones and whatever job we
have been given we should do only that.
The Master has not become careless after giving us our job; when we do our
job, He also performs His duty. Master
never forgets the disciples; all the disciples, whether they are close to Him or
not, are all written on the heart of the
Master, and the stamp of the Master is
stamped on every soul that He has Initiated. So that is why, dear ones, we
should always be loving towards the
other disciples of the Master, and we
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should always d o our
part and let Master
take care of the rest,
A wise person always waits for the
appropriate time t o
prove that he is sincere and truthful,
whereas the mean
person always presents excuses and
tries t o prove he is a
true one. Dear ones,
we just need t o work
on these things; we
d o not need t o exhibit our qualities,
we only need to work
and wait for the appropriate time when
we will be proved t o
be the true ones.
The true disciple
always remains an
introvert. H e does
not talk a lot; but if he gets an opportunity and if need be, he always tells
people what the Reality of the Master is;
and he never allows other people t o
praise him. It is always seen that the real
disciple of the Perfect Master will never
allow anyone to praise him, he will always remain humble and quiet. H e himself will sing the praise of the Master and
he will encourage us t o d o the same.
S o dear ones, since all of you are Initiated, I would like t o advise you, that in
the Satsangs, Naam is talked about, and
the benefits of doing the meditation of
Shabd Naam is always told. We should
always d o the meditation of the Shabd
Naam, because the Master always does
His job-even if H e leaves the physical
body after giving us the Initiation-our
progress does not stop, provided we are
sincere in our effort in doing our meditation. Many cases have been found where
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the Master left his physical body but still
the disciples continued t o progress in
their Inner Path. Because the Master
never dies, H e is always present in the
Form of the Shabd; H e is always helping
the disciples t o go within.
S o when we d o our devotion sincerely,
when we go within, then we realize how
much Grace and help we are receiving
from the Master- how first of all Master
came in the physical body t o give us the
Naam Initiation and after H e left H e is
still helping us. H e is always telling us,
"You come t o me and I will take you t o
the Real Home; I will take you inside."
S o dear ones, when we go within, only
then d o we realize how much sympathy,
how much pain, the Master takes for us,
and how much H e is helping us. S o it is
our job t o d o the work which the Master
has given t o us. We should d o it wholeheartedly.
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How I Met My Master
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji

As

IT APPEARS from my form, I was
born in a Sikh family. Man is social:
he must have some social body to live in;
so he is born in one family or the other.
And he has to remain in some social
body.
I had an inkling from my childhood
about God. Each man has his particular
background. When reading the Sikh
scriptures, I used not to ruminate over
them, but read them carefully. I used to
open the Sikh scriptures and read only
one hymn-not many pages-and put it
in writing. I kept it before me all
throughout the day, thinking that "this
is the lesson given to me." The more you
read something again and again, the
more you will find in it. Generally, when
we read scriptures, we ruminate over
them: we read two or four or ten pages
and go on reading; and we do not know
what we have read, even after we have
left the scriptures. We forget. But I
didn't do that.
The result was this: All scriptures tell
us that there is a God. That very conviction I had in my innate self, I would say.
I was never in doubt about God. But the
scriptures also referred to the need of the
company of someone who knows Godyou may call him a Guru or a Master or a
Teacher or anything: "If you want to see
God, meet someone who sees God"that's common sense-"and
to whom
you can devote your whole self-mind,

This talk was given by Master Kirpal
Singh in English on January 24, 1964, in
Washington, D. C.
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body and soul. The more you can surrender, the greater the achievement you
can have. The first thing is to meet someone who knows God and who sees God,
as I see you and you see me." The more I
went into the Sikh scriptures, and into
the scriptures of other religions as well,
the more truth of this I found.
When you go to a place of pilgrimage,
it is better to take along someone who
has already pilgrimaged there. Then it
becomes easier, does it not? How confidently we can go! Suppose you have to
leave your country and go to some
foreign land. What would you do?
Generally you would open directories to
find out what are the means to reach
there, how to go, where to stay and
where not to stay. Suppose you have to
go to a place where you do not know the
language. What should you do? How
much money will be required? What
things do we require to take along with
us? All these things you consider. This
information is given in the directories, of
course; but they don't speak. By going
through them, you might find one thing
here, another thing on the tenth page,
and another on the fiftieth page. If,
while searching through the directories,
someone comes up to you and says,
"Look here, do you want to go to that
place? Here's a man who has come from
that place," what would you do? You
would close the directories and run to
him.
Why? It is but natural. Scriptures tell
us: "He who knows God-sit at His
feet." Read through them, and you'll
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find the same thing. But many things are been collected at the time.
It was Guru Arjan who collected all
not clear: the books have not been written in a graduated way: there are some the sayings of the four Masters before
references here, some there; some are him. He was the fifth one in the reign of
given in the form of parables; some are Guru Nanak; and Guru Nanak was a
direct; but you don't find the whole thing contemporary of Kabir for 48 years. He
explained in one place. The way I am collected all these sayings and added his
now explaining it to you is not given own: about half he collected, and half he
added of his own. He was a very good,
there.
So, naturally, you will run to that God-inspired person. He said, "I and my
man. When you go to him, he says, "Oh, Father are One. The Father and Son have
yes, I've been to that place. Do you want been dyed in the same color. They have
to go there?" "Yes." And if you put a formed an alliance." Such-like things he
question to him, he will say, "Oh, yes, has in the scriptures. Then he left some
you can go to such and such a place; you pages blank and closed the book with
can stop there; and on the way, you can them. He said, "This is the reservoir of
Divinity: the more you go into it, the
have food."
more
you will find priceless jewels," and
You are convinced that that man has
seen it. But he's not going back. And left some pages blank. People asked him,
next week you hear that this very same "Why are you doing that?" He said,
man is going back to the very place from "Here the sayings of the ninth Guru,
which he has come and to which you who will follow me, are to be recorded."
want to go. You ask him, "Will you take And there is one couplet of the tenth
me along with you?" "Yes, most Guru there, too-one couplet. So, these
gladly." How confident you feel, were the latest scriptures. The oldest
naturally! You have nothing to worry scriptures of the world and the latest conabout where to go or where you will stop, tain sayings of so many Masters togethbecause that man knows-he has been to er. That's a banquet hall of spirituality.
that place.
Then naturally I was led to other scripSimilarly, in this quest, I read the tures. I was reading in a missionary
scriptures, first of all, in the family in school, so I was in touch with the miswhich I was born. The Sikh scriptures are sionary teachings. But what they said, I
a very big treasure house: they comprise did not follow. The teachings appeared
about 1,400 pages, big size. And the to be very clear to me; but, perhaps, to
beauty of them is that you have the find- those who *ere preaching them, they
ings of so many God-men together. The were not so clear. They said, "You must
oldest scriptures of the world are called be born in Christ." I said, "How can a
the Vedas. The Vedas include the sayings man be born in a man?" Common sense!
and findings of many rishis, not one. "God is Light." And they said, "Well,
You'll find that later scriptures give only intellectually: God gives us the intellecf
as much as the one particular Master, to understand Him."
who came at the time, said-although all
Then I read other scriptures-Mothe teachings are parallel; I'm just de- hammedan, Hindu-the most I could lay
scribing the beauty of these. So, the hands on. All said the same thing:
latest scriptures, those of the Sikhs, writ- "There is a God. If you want to see God,
ten 400 years ago, contain as many sit at the feet of someone who has seen
Masters' findings as could possibly have God; who not only has seen God, but is
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competent to make us see God." You'll
find that Christ said, "The Son knows
the Father and others whom the Son
reveals." The Sonship continues. All
Mohammedan literature and scriptures
tell us the same thing: "You must find
some means to reach God." Hindu scriptures are full of them as well. In every
scripture you will find these sayings.
Naturally, when I looked around,
there were so many Masters. To whom
should I go? We were three brothers.
Two of us helped each other: "If you
find any Godman, tell me; if I find one, I
will tell you." We were searching, you
see.
So many men were having meetings of
this kind. Once, it so happened, that my
brother wrote me, "Here's a very great
man; a very great Master has come. Will
you come?" I went there. I told him, "I
have intoxication that continues day and
night; but sometimes, after three, four or
five months, it breaks for a day or two.
And I am very much puzzled. Can you
help me in that?"
What did he say? "You'll have to lay
down everything-your body, mind and
soul-to me. Only then I can, I will, give
it to you."
I thought, "The man is after my body
and possessions; my intellect and everything is to be blindfolded." I paid him
homage and returned. Well, you seesurrender comes only when you see some
competence. Devotion and love-one
who loves-is something else. When you
surrender, you have control of the one to
whom you surrender: he has to take care
of you.
So many came and passed by. I used to
see one who was very God-intoxicated;
but he lived in a way that nobody dared
come to him. We used to meet all our
friends, in the evening, outside. We were
talking: "Is there any Godman we can
find?''

Then I told them, "I've seen one man.
He's God-intoxicated, but he's a hard
nut to crack." You'll find that some are
God-intoxicated, but they won't let you
go near them. You people have the privilege to talk, question, cross-question and
criticize; this man would not suffer that.
So I told them about that man. Our
Master [Baba Sawan Singh] also used to
refer to him; he also met him; his name
was Baba Kahan. He lived in a naked
state; there was a fire burning, amid
filth; when there was heat, he was just
fanning the other way.
I told them, "He's got some intoxication." Anyone that went to him, he
would call them names. If they didn't
leave, then he would beat them. But
there was something there: he would call
them names, and people would still remain there. Sometimes they would get a
beating, too. But for whatever purpose
they went, that purpose was served: they
had it.
I was reading in those days in school. I
also used to go to him. He was just sitting
on a platform here, in a half-naked way;
I used to stand over there, watching people whom he called names going away. I
stayed on until everybody left. Then he
called me: "Well, Sardar, what do you
want?"
I went to him: "I came only to see
you."
"All right, go."
That's how I had that connection with
him. So I told one man, "He has
something; but he's a very hard nut to
crack, mind that."
Nobody suffers, you see. This is a very
valuable thing. Who is going to give it to
you?
"Well, all right; what shall I do?" he
asked.
"Go and sit at night with him. Even if
he says anything or calls you names,
don't mind it."
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He went that night; he stayed there. fate?" I used to pray like that. "If You
After 11 or 12 o'clock, Baba Kahan could reveal Yourself to the old saints"
called him names and also beat him with -sometimes there are stories like thathis fist. He ran away. The next day, our "why can't You d o it in my case? I'm
party met together again, and I asked convinced; I've great regard for that
him, "How did you find him?''
need; but there are so many Masters"Oh, he called me names and beat me whom shall I select?"
with his fist."
With this, my Master [Baba Sawan
"Well, don't mind," 1 said. "He's got Singh] began to appear to me when I sat
something. Don't mind-go!"
in meditation or when I was doing someSo the next night, he again went there. thing. I thought perhaps it was Guru
Instead of only beating him, Baba Kahan Nanak. He used to talk to me. In those
took that burning wood and struck him. days there was the first Great War, and
Then he left. The next day-he did not my brother was on the Indian front along
strike him with the wood, but put him the Persian side. I used to traverse along
underneath a well. Again he went away. with him and went to those places, here,
On the third day, I asked him what hap- there and everywhere.
pened.
I was very fond of rivers, ponds,
"Oh, yes," I said, "but don't mindwater. Even in my young life, I used to
he's got something. He's guarding that go and sit by the waterside, or some
wealth; he'll not let you have it. Don't river, the whole night through, in a calm
mind; let him kill you; don't mind."
and quiet place. The running water helps
The night of the third day, he also a little to concentrate. So this went on for
went there. He did as I described to you: some time.
he made a little wound with the burning
In the meantime, I was first at Peshawood. He did not leave him. In the mid- war, and then I was transferred to Nowdle of the night, after one o'clock, Baba shera station: a river runs by there. I used
Kahan asked, "What do you want, after to sit by that riverside for hours. Then I
all? Why are you coming to me?"
came to Jhelum side. That is also by the
He said, "Well, Master, give me some- riverside, and I sat there for hours on
thing."
end. I was very fond of swimming, too.
Then he made him to hear the Sound (Just enter the river: if you're not afraid,
Current. Some people have it; they keep nothing will happen; it's only fear that
it very close-fisted. They don't give it kills you. If you simply shake your foot a
out.
little or move your hands a little, you
So I went on like that. I used to pray: won't drown.)
"0 God, I'm convinced that without one
In the meantime, I was transferred to
who knows You, nobody can reach Lahore: that was also by the riverside. I
You." It is a practical matter of self- passed my days there. There was also the
analysis. God cannot be known by the river Beas: "Let me have a look at that!"
outgoing faculties, by the vital airs or by One Sunday morning I left by train and
the intellect. It is a matter of seeing: detrained at Beas station. There was an
whoever sees can make you see. "I know old man there; he was a station master of
there's a need-definitely: all scriptures the station. I asked him which side the
say so. I'm quite convinced, but where river flows. He was a devotee of the
am I to go? Suppose I go to somebody Master: "Do you want to see the
who has not met You-what will be my Master?"
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"Does a Master live there?"
"Yes!"
"Where?"
"On the riverside. "
I told him, "I have two things now. I'll
enjoy the river scenery and also see the
Master at the same time." Then he
directed me there.
Master was sitting upstairs; he was
taking his meal inside. I went out and sat
outside. After half an hour or so, he
came out. I was wonderstruck: he was
the same man who had been appearing to
me for seven years before, from 1917 to
1924. I paid homage to him: "Why so
late?"
He said, "That was the most opportune time that you are to come."
So this is how I met the Master. "The
Guru appears when the chela is ready"
-even to the most skeptical mind.
Perhaps none of you have been so skeptical as I was. 1 was afraid, you see, lest I
go to somebody who had not met God;
and my life would be spoiled.
When I went to him, then-once or
twice, every Sunday I used to go-he
looked after me like a father looks after
his son's coming: "All right, arrange this
room, bring this bedding," this and that
thing. I requested, "Well, Master, don't
you worry, I'm here, at your feet."
"All right, now, you'll have to look
after this Dera; go on with it. Those who
come, you'll look after them." These
were the words he expressed, the very
first time.
The next time there was initiationthis was early February-and all were sitting in initiation, Master said, "You sit
inside." I was coming. He gave initiation
there; I was inside, sitting in his room.
This is how I was initiated! I was waiting
for him; perhaps he will call me-or
what? I couldn't dare move, because he
did not call me. I was sitting inside. Then
he returned. I asked him, "Will you

kindly initiate me?"
"Oh, yes, surely."
What the mystery of life is-what is a
man, what is a soul-was solved in little
or no time.
A qualification of a Master is given as
one who can give you some experience.
Some say, "All right, go here; here are
maps to show you the way; go by this
road; or turn right, then left," this or
that. Sometimes you have to hunt for
hours, and you do not find the way. But
a Master is one who can give you some
experience to start with, who can appear
and remove the dark veil by giving a sitting; and you can testify that it is so. You
are not to wait until after death or until
after many years. He does not tell you,
"All right, go on; you'll have it in due
course." You'll find that it is so with
most of the teachers: "All right, do some
regular meditation; some reaction from
the past might help you." But the competency of the Master lies in the fact that
he is able and competent to give experience to the learned or the unlearned,
to a man off the street.
It so happened that there was some
controversy when our Master became a
Master-I mean, took up the role of the
Master. (He was a Master, but he took
up the role of the Master.) When others
asked, "Why, how can you become a
Master?" he was very polite and very
humble. He never liked to get into a controversy. After they kept pushing the
point, he said, "All righl. Catch some
five or six people off the street, make
them sit, and give them some experience.
I will also catch some, and then we'll see
who can carry it out!" That's all: to give
the ultimate goal and what to do to reach
it. So this is how I met the Master.
Generally, when people ask me,
"What is your date of birth?" I tell
them, "I have three birthdays: first,
when I was born in the flesh; second,
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when I met Him inside seven years
before; and third, when I met Him
physically."
These are the gifts of God. I was very
afraid because generally you'll find that
Masters simply tell you, "Go on reading
scriptures." That is right; that is the first
step. But you cannot have the right import of the scriptures unless you meet
Somebody who has that experience: He
alone is able to give you an experience, to
give you the right understanding and the
right import of the scriptures. Because,
what are scriptures? They are the fine
records of the experiences that the
Masters had in their lives. Then, perform
one ritual or the other; that's all right for
the preparation of the ground. But seeing is something else: it only arises when
you analyze yourself, when you rise
above body-consciousness and you
testify that there is Light. A Master is
also defined as one who can make the
Music of the Spheres audible. Who can
give you Light and Music of the Spheres?
What are these two? These are two
aspects of the God-into-expression
power. God has no equal, no father, no
mother-nothing of the sort. Only He
who is Word personified can give you the
experience of that Power, the very first
day. Even the blind man has that inner
eye, called the single eye. Scriptures tell
us, "If thine eye be single, thy whole
body shall be full of light. . . . If you
shut the doors of the temple of the body,
you'll see the light of heaven." That is
called the third eye, the single eye or the
latent eye; or shiv netra; there are so
many names for it.
These are the basic teachings that give
you the ultimate contact with that Reality. Philosophies deal with theories. This
is what is called mysticism: it gives you a
contact with Reality-that Reality which
came into expression. Psychology works
at the level of the intellect. This does not
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work at the level of the intellect; it works
only when you are intellectually stilled.
In psychology and philosophy you have
two: a subject and an object. And in
mysticism, there is no duality: you have
direct contact with the God-into-expression Power. The more you are unattached from outside, the more you have
an ethical way of living, the more you
come in contact with that Power; and,
like an electric lift, it will take you to the
place from where it emanated.
God came into expression from the
wordless state as Light and Sound: "The
Word was made flesh and dwelt amongst
us." That Power which manifests in
some human pole is called the God
Power or the Master Power or the Guru
Power. It is also referred to as the Christ
Power: Christ lived before Jesus, mind
that, and lives forever. This is what St.
John said. But we only ruminate over the
scriptures; we don't follow what is what.
Once a man starts with the wrong thing,
others follow him blindly. How many
are there who can give you a first-hand
experience? They may say, "All right, go
on meditating"; and some may get an experience, but others may not. This is
where the competency lies: because of
the God in him, not the son of man.
Someone asked our Master, "How
should we address you?" He said, "Take
me as your brother, as your father, as
your friend, as your teacher. Just act up
to what I say. When you rise above the
body and you find Him inside, too, and
there He is also competent to guide you,
then you will call me by any name you
like."
So all Masters say, "Take to the feet of
such a person, in the human body, at
whose pole the God Power works; who
can guide.you while in the body and also
when you transcend the physical, astral
and causal bodies. Take to the feet of
such a Master." How many are there?
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There have been few in the past, and even
now there are few. I wish there were hundreds and thousands; then there would
be no conflict.
When my Master left the body, I had
to go to the wilderness. I had some experience of the jungle and secluded
places for five or six months. I went to
[Rishikesh] the home of Hindu theology,
so to say. Shivananda, who has since
passed away, lived there, and many other
yogis as well. I went there and lived in a
jungle across the river. I met everybody.
All were intellectual wrestlers; debating
clubs; all performing this elementary
step: how to say prayers, how to perform
certain rites and certain rituals. And
most of them were doing hatha yoga
practices. Of course, with due deference
to it, it makes the body fit-that's all
right.
There was also one fellow, who is still
alive, called Raghuvacharya.* He's a n
old man now-I think 106-107 years old
-but
he gets around like anything.
When I went to see him, people said,
"Oh, he never cares for anybody."
When I was about more than 100 o r 150
yards away, he appeared; he was sitting
on his feet. H e looked at me and he stood
up. People said, "That's strange. H e has
never cared for any man, yet he stood
up." H e came forward and met me, and
we had a talk. And in the talk it came out
that he went t o the first plane: to Sahasrara. I found only one man who had
transcended the body and reached the
first stage. H e said that what he had
learned by going through all the Shastras, Vedas and Upanishads, "I have
come to know something which you
speak by yourself!"
That is the grace of my Master.
Masters give you a digest of all this
knowledge, which is calledparavidya. S o
* Raghuvacharya left theearth plane In 1971, at the
age of 115.
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I found only one man there. The world is
not without them, but there have been
very few in the past, and even now there
are few. You'll find that most of them
will give you only: "Read this mantra,
this shabda, this scripture, daily."
They'll simply perform this ritual in this
way o r perform that prayer by lighting a
candle o r ringing a bell-whatever is the
custom. Everyone has his own rituals
and rites. That is right; prayer is a very
good thing: the prayer that gushes out of
the heart, God hears, and H e makes
some arrangment to bring you to Him.
And some people direct you to make
your body fit. That's good; but that's
not spirituality: that's a helping factor
for spirituality. Some teach you how t o
prolong your life-that's all right. Some
teach you how to mesmerize others, how
to hypnotize others, how you can read
the minds of others. But all this is not
spirituality. How many are there who
really give you a n experience of how to
rise above body-consciousness?
S o this is the state of affairs. I wish
there were hundreds and thousands of
that category who see. If they see, then
why don't they sit together? If all
men know Him, there's n o question of
jealousy, n o question of competition.
They're made brothers; they embrace
each other. The very fact that they don't
want to meet each other shows they don't
know Him. Each man is blowing his own
pipe: "I a m the highest." And what d o
they do? They simply ask us to "visualize
this face." Naturally you will derive
something for the time being, for there is
some concentration there. But what d o
you become? "As you think, so you
become." Is it not dangerous? Most dangerous. That is why I never advise
visualization. If you visualize a right person, that's right. Otherwise your whole
aim is spoiled. S o this is what is going on
in the world.
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The first condition, I would say, of a
Master, when he meets another Master,
is that he will embrace him; he will rejoice. There's no question of high and
low. There was one instance in my life in
which my Master Baba Sawan Singh met
one follower of Rai Saligram, named
Shivbrat Lal. H e was a very advanced
soul. At the first meeting, when they
met, 1 was there along with them. H e was
bowing down to my Master, and my
Master was bowing down t o him. They
were embracing. Why should not those
who are on the way embrace? Why
should they not feel joy? The very fact
that they d o not want to meet together
shows that they are blowing their own
pipes-they have not seen God, I tell
you.
I'm very frank sometimes, with due
deference t o all. When they've seen the
same thing, where is high and low? I see
the God in you, you see the God in me;
that's all right.
S o please go t o somebody who can
give you something. What other proof
can there be? And it must be in a conscious state, not under mesmerism or
hypnotism, mind that. Some say it is
hypnotism; then all would have the same
experience. Each man has his own inner
conscious state. They see, they rise above
the body, they see Light. Each man has
his own experience.
This is what is the Truth-without any
exaggeration. These are facts given by all
Masters. I will now tell you one more
event in my life. I was very fond of
reading biographies, even as a studentI think I read more than 300 lives of
saints, East and West. The first book
that came into my hands while I was
reading in the seventh class was a life of a
saint-Ramanuj. What did I read there?
It was written that he went t o a Master,
who gave him initiation. Then Ramanuj
came around, stood on a mound, and
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called all the people around him. People
asked, "What are you going t o do?"
"I've got something I'm going t o give
you."
"Oh, you are disobeying the orders of
your Master." Without the permission
of his Master, he should not have done it.
"Never mind. I will go t o hell-you'll
be saved! I'll suffer hell, for your sake.
You'll be saved, after all; I don't mind.''
At that time, it came t o my mind, that
if I get this thing, I'll give it out like
anything. But fortunately, I've given it
out at the order of my Master, not
without it! And that is His grace working, 1 tell you. Never for a moment have I
dreamed that I am doing it: it is H e who
is doing it. Some people ask me, "You
have given the initiation; then why does
your Master sometimes appear with you
or all alone?" What should I reply? Tell
me. I tell them, "It may be that H e is in
me." And that's all I can really tell them.
Even to those who have not seen His
physical form, that Form appears, without visualization. They have never seen
Him. They recognize Him by showing
them His photos.
This is the true state of affairs. This is
common-sense talk: no inferences are being drawn; there is n o intellectual wrestling. I wish all would sit together, embrace, and give out what they want. Why
are so many formations going different
ways, one leading one way, the other
leading the other way? Let them sit
together and digest and give out the
higher thing. Why should they waste all
their lives and all lives in performing only
the elementary steps? Of course, each
thing has its own value, and you may
make the best use of what is required.
But this is the highest thing. Lives are
short; and this is how I got it, and how
my Master ordered me t o vouchsafe this
to you, for you to carry on. Have a common ground for all. But all "Masters"
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don't say that. They say: "Carry on this
very line." But Truth is not the reserved
right of any religion, country or family,
mind that. It is the reserved right of each
man. Wherever that Power manifests,
from there you can get it. But what d o
people do? If there is a Master, those in
his household try t o keep the Mastership
in that very line. Excuse me, with due
deference to all-they want t o keep it in
that very house and that very lineage and
family; because it becomes a source of
income, I tell you. D o you see?
So that is the result. The son may be
equal to the father: it might not be, not
necessarily. If it is there, well and good;
that's the criterion. Wherever you find
it, go there. Moths will go t o where light
is burning.
So this is the cause of what is going on
in so many religions. They become only
formations; formation results in stagnation; and stagnation results in deterioration.
Truth is one. Socrates was asked
whether he loved Plato. H e said, "I love
Plato. But I love Truth more than
Plato." D o you see? We are searching
after Truth. Truth is like that: wherever
Truth is, and you find it, go there. What
did our Master tell us? "This is the Truth
you have been given. If you find more
than that anywhere, go and tell me: I will
also go there." We are worshipers of
Truth, not of personalities or this or that
thing. If you find Truth here or on the
streetside or on the riverside or in any
congested place, go there. You might
find it in a cobbler. History shows that
one saint, Ravidas, was a cobbler. H e
used to mend shoes. And Mirabai, the
princess, went t o his feet. What did he
do? H e had a little cottage over there;
naturally, he used to earn his money, and
he lived on that. She left him one ruby
and said, "Here is a ruby; just make your
home sweetly."
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"Oh, I don't want it," he said. She
pressed it on him. "All right; put it
anywhere you like."
She put it somewhere. After six
months had passed, she came again. H e
was still only mending shoes. She said,
"I left you a ruby."
"Oh, it might be there where you left
it,'' he said.
Truth is one. The criterion of a Saint is
that he's not after show. H e does not live
o n the donations of others. H e earns his
livelihood; he stands o n his own legs; and
he helps others. H e does not charge
anything for his teachings. This is given
in the Sikh scriptures. Otherwise that
becomes a business.
This is the digest of what I found in
scriptures, with due deference to all. I
have respect for all, even for those who
are that way. Because by love only can
you turn somebody, not by hatred, not
by criticism. If you sit together and love
together, then naturally you'll understand each other. If you want t o enforce
on him: "You are right; you are wrong,"
nobody's going t o listen to you. Truth is
Truth.
This is how I got t o my Master. Whereever that God Power works, we have
respect for it. The son of man never
asserts that "I a m doing it"; he says,
"God in me is doing it." H e sees that.
So, fortunate are those that meet such a
Master; they are put on the way.
Then what duty is there further? The
more you abide by His words, the better
it is. I think that when you meet such a
Master and live one hundred per cent according to His teachings, you cannot
return t o this world: you'll go t o the
highest possible. But we don't care; we
don't live up to what H e says. That is
why Christ said, "God is Light, God is
Life, and God is Love." This is known
when you see Light, when you become
conscious. And the way to that is Love.
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That is innate in us: God is Love and we
are also love. For that reason, love is innate in everyone-in souls, in every soul.
You'll find that the word "man" is
called in Urdu insan. Insan is one who is
love personified: he must be overt'lowing
with love and radiating love for all. That
is but natural. That's the criterion of a
Saint: that he is overflowing with love
for all, even those who come to praise
him and others who come to criticize
him. He loves them. He is polite; he
is loving; he does not impose anything
on them, but simply puts forward something.
In the Mohanlmedan scriptures you'll
find that i t says, "For a man there must
be somebody to love." Man cannot live
without one whom to love. That love
knows attachment. That love is not attached to ourselves, to the body, to children, to the family. to friends. This is
what is called "misfit love." Wherever
you are attached, you will come back and
go there. And when i t is directed to one's
own Self and the Controlling Power controlling it, that is called "charity."
So, charity is the way back to God. All
Masters say that. We love the world
more than the "Word." That's all. Some
people only pray to God and love God
because He will give them worldly things.
If He does not give those to them, they
say, "Oh, where is God? He is sleeping!" That's what people say! So long as
our purposes are served and met with, we
say, "Oh, God is all right. He is very
great." But, if somebody dies: "Oh,
God is cruel-what
is God?" If you
think that i t is all God's, then if He takes
something away from you or gives something back to you, what is i t to you? Love
knows giving; love knows sacrifice: not
the sacrifice of others, but of your own
self-for the sake of service of God. The
more you love, the more you will surrender. Surrender is called devotion.
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When you surrender to somebody, he
will sacrifice everything for you. So, surrender is the gift of yourself. That is why
all Masters say: "Leave all and follow
me." We cannot surrender. You will
find people who surrender their body;
you will also find people who can surrender their wealth. But how many are
there who can surrender their minds? Do
you see? Guru Arjan said, "Surrender
your body, surrender everything-all
your possessions, your mind, your soul:
then you are with God."
- This is an excerpt from the full talk,
printed in the July 1981 SANT B A N I .

In Memory of Ranga Naidoo
NAIDOOwas searching from a made him wait because he had doubted
very early age for the realization of Him.
In March 1981, Ranga and his wife
God. He learned of Param Sant Kirpal
Singh Ji Maharaj from one of His dear went to India. Sant Ji initiated him in
initiates and was so inspired by the Rajasthan. He became Master's repreteachings of Sant Mat, that he wanted to sentative for South Africa. It was the
take initiation immediately. At the time beginning of a wonderful spiritual life
he was sadly disappointed, since Beloved for him. He dedicated his whole life to
master Kirpal had left the body. Unde- the Master's work.
He was a living example of a true disterred he continued his search for a true
living Master. From that moment his ciple; his remarkable nature was a gift
whole attitude changed. He and his wife from God. He was kind and generous
started meditating and holding regular toward his fellow human beings. The
Satsangs at their home. A few dear ones love and respect which he radiated to
joined them and in this way they contin- those who came in contact with him
will always be fondly remembered. He
ued for four years.
In May 1977, when Sant 7
Ajaib Singh Ji was in the
U.S., Thanam, Ranga's
wife, was offered a trip to
America. Miraculously a
visa was obtained in half a
day! The following day she
left for the U.S. where she
was initiated. Upon her return, Ranga was reluctant
to accept Sant Ji as his Master because he remembered
master Kirpal's caution in
choosing a Master.
Beloved Master Kirpal had His own passed away on October 2, 1988, a
way of assuring him that Sant Ajaib month after a heart attack. His family,
Singh was to be his master. For instance the sangat, and all who had the good
when his wife used to sit for meditation fortune to meet him feel a deep gulf left
and he would walk in to do his medita- from his passing away.
tion, he would get a strong perfume
many remarks were made at his fusmell coming from her direction. (He neral about the youthful, contented,
told these incidents to his wife after he saintly and peaceful expression on his
got initiated.) One day he wrote to Sant face. When Sant Ji heard these comJi asking to be initiated by letter. Of ments, He remarked, "This is the sign of
course Sant Ji refused, saying that he the Shabd Guru that lived in that body."
would get initiated at a later time. An- Sant Ji also said that his wife should not
other time he wrote asking if he could mourn his death, and said, "This is the
come to Bombay; that letter went astray. day which we should all prepare for."
Later in life he remarked that Sant Ji had
-Submitted by Thanam Naidoo
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Sant Bani Ashram Publications
by Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
The Two Ways: the Gauri Vars of Guru Ramdas
The Jewel of Happiness: the Sukhmani of Guru Arjan
The Ocean of Love: the Anurag Sugar of Kabir
Streams in the Desert: Discourses & Conversations 1976-1980

$10.00
15.00
15.00
12.00

by Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
The Light of Kirpal
The Way of the Saints: Sant Mat
Life and Death: (The Wheel of Life & The Mystery of Death)
The Crown of Life: A Study in Yoga
Naam or Word (a study of the Sound Current)
The Jap Ji: The Message of Guru Nanak
Baba Jaimal Singh: the story of a great Saint
Prayer
Godman
Morning Talks
Spirituality: What It Is
The Night is a Jungle
The Teachings of Kirpal Singh (selected writings by subject matter)
Seven Paths to Perfection (pamphlet)
How to Develop Receptivity (pamphlet)

12.00
10.00
8.50
7.00
5.50
3.50
3.00
3.95
3.95
7.50
3.95
10.00
10.00
1.oo
.50

by Ajaib, Kirpal and other Masters
Songs of the Masters (combined, revised, spiral bound edition)
The Message of Love: An Introduction to Sant Mat
Light on Ananda Yoga, by Shiv Brat La1

7.00
2.00
10.00

New Book
The Self-Introspection Diary (featuring selections from the writings
of Ajaib Singh, Kirpal Singh, & Sawan Singh)

7.00

by other authors
Support for the Shaken Sangat, by A. S. Oberoi
15.00
The Impact of a Saint, by Russell Perkins
out of print
Sant Ajaib Singh: A Brief Life Sketch
1.50
servants of ~ o d Lives
:
of the Sikh Gurus, by Jon Engle
6.00
The Third World Tour of Kirpal Singh
2.50
Cooking with Light: Favorite Vegetarian Recipes
7.00
A Nutrition Compendium (pamphlet)
.50
The Book of Jonah: Bible text illustrated by Sant Bani School students
6.95
Allison's Shadow, by Tracy Leddy
12.00
October on Nantucket, by Tracy Leddy
9.00
A New Beginning, by Gretchen Foy
4.95
Tape Catalog - Sant Bani Tape Service
3.00

Please add 10% to all orders to cover postage and handling costs. Minimum $1.50
Books and information are available from:
Feb. '89

Sant Bani Ashram
Franklin, N. H. 03235, U.S.A.

